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A “corroboree” is an Australian Aboriginal peoples word utilized to 

describe a sacred ceremony or a festive celebration. 

 

 

4X– Hey ya, hey hey ya, hey ya, hey ya, hey ya  

Choir – hey ya/ hey ma ma ma ma malaya 

 

Are you breathing, are you moving in time with the heartbeat of humanity 

Vibrant, precious pulse of life … Revel in it, Corroboree 

 

I had a dream and you were in it 

And you and you and you and you too 

Inspired symphonic harmony of one humanity 

a song of truth in you a truth in me  

 

Are you stirring, are you changing in time with the heartbeat of humanity 

Vibrant, precious pulse of life … Revel in it, Corroboree 

 

Feel it, if you feel it, believe it, become it! 

Feel it, lift your feet, dance it, corroboree! 

 

Feel the earth between your toes 

Rising rhythm fills your soul 

Spread your wings to fly and fly away, fly away  

Liquid sky upon your skin 

A new moment from within 

Echo songs of love, a promise of a new day 

 

Instrumental (8X) 

 

Are you stirring, are you changing in time with the heartbeat of humanity 

Vibrant, precious pulse of life … Revel in it, Corroboree 

 

Feel it, if you feel it, believe it, become it 



Feel it, lift your feet, dance it, corroboree! 

 

Instrumental (8X)  

 

Are you breathing, are you moving in time with the heartbeat of humanity 

Vibrant, precious pulse of life … Revel in it, corroboree 

Are you stirring, are you changing in time with the heartbeat of humanity 

Vibrant, precious pulse of life … Revel in it, corroboree 

 

Raise your hands up to the sky 

Fingertips will feel the high 

Reach out in celebration 

Open arms from every race 

As they lovingly embrace 

United in believing 

 

(split chorus)  

 

(Choir 1) Feel it, if you feel it, believe it, become it  ---- Feel it, lift your feet, dance it, 

corroboree!  

Feel it, if you feel it, believe it, become it ---- Feel it, lift your feet, dance it, corroboree! 

Feel it, if you feel it, believe it, become it ---- Feel it, lift your feet, dance it, corroboree!     

(Lead) Hey lift your feet … dance it                      

(Choir 2) hey ya/ hey ma ma ma ma malaya 4x (repeat with layer) 

(Lead vamp) I had a dream and you were in it - And you and you and you and you                           

Hey won’t you feel it … dance it … Corroboree 

<Repeat layered chorus and out through acapella> 

  


